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�￭ High quality antialiasing
�￭ Watermark free output �￭
Colour definition improvement
�￭ Smoothing �￭ Retouching
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�￭ Deleting digital noise �￭
Strengthening the line and edge

definition �￭ Make a better
appearance of any photo �￭

Optimising for big screen
display �￭ Automating the

process �￭ Compatibility with
a wide range of modern image

processors �￭ Scriptability �￭
Watermark free �￭ 100%

freeware �￭ Very simple to use
�￭ No limits to the number of
images you can open and work

on �￭ No input plug-in �￭ No
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output plug-in �￭ No database
�￭ No customization �￭ No

ads �￭ No system requirements
�￭ All personal work results

are portable �￭ No limit on the
size of the images you can apply

the process to �￭ Produces
watermark-free output �￭

Allows you to remove digital
noise, antialiasing and edge

softening �￭ Comes with a full
command-line interface �￭

Very intuitive user interface �￭
Generates a fully compatible
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DNG image file, that can be
opened in any photo editing

application �￭ All parameters
are programmable �￭ Very fast
antialiasing and smoothing �￭

Comes with a full, graphical
help �￭ Easy uninstall/reinstall
�￭ Works on XP/Vista/7 and
Mac OS X �￭ Comes with a
stand-alone demo version of

Perfectum, and demo versions
of all the other scripts. �￭ You
can buy the commercial version

of Perfectum for $39.95. It
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includes all the scripts �￭ You
can buy the commercial version
of the Perfectum plug-ins for

$39.95. It includes all the
scripts. �￭ The Perfectum Plug-

ins are freeware, and offer the
same powerful antialiasing and

smoothing. However, they
include some extra functions

like “Antihalo”, “Antihih

Perfectum

Key Macro enables you to
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automate common photo editing
functions. Key Macro is a

powerful editor that provides
easy to use tool to create any
image editing functions. Key
Macro is really powerfull and

can be used to do anything with
images! Requirements: �￭
QuickTime �￭ Windows

98/2000/XP/Vista/2003 �￭
512Mb RAM �￭ 512Mb Video
RAM �￭ One of the following
photo editing softwares: Adobe
Photoshop, Jasc Paint Shop Pro,
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Xara Xtreme, Corel Photo
Paint, Macromedia Fireworks,

Ulead Photo Impact �￭
PIV-1800 Limitations: �￭

Cannot be used on PDF files or
TIFF files Kensington plugin is
designed to help you generate a
wide range of different desktop

and security icons. It will
provide you with a wide range
of various professional looking
icons that are suitable for web

design. You can create your own
custom icons based on the
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different shapes that are
included in the package.

Requirements: �￭ Adobe
Photoshop �￭ One of the

following photo editing
softwares: Adobe Photoshop,

Jasc Paint Shop Pro, Xara
Xtreme, Corel Photo Paint,

Macromedia Fireworks, Ulead
Photo Impact �￭ PIV-1800

Limitations: �￭ The program is
only compatible with the

Windows
98/2000/XP/Vista/2003 �￭
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Cannot be used on PDF files or
TIFF files Kensington Soft

image converter will allow you
to convert images to Windows
Live Mail (with the Outlook

2007 plugin) and MSN (with the
MSN Explorer plugin).

Requirements: �￭ One of the
following photo editing

softwares: Adobe Photoshop,
Jasc Paint Shop Pro, Xara

Xtreme, Corel Photo Paint,
Macromedia Fireworks, Ulead
Photo Impact �￭ PIV-1800
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Limitations: �￭ The program is
only compatible with the

Windows
98/2000/XP/Vista/2003 �￭

Cannot be used on PDF files or
TIFF files KB Homepage

Creator will allow you to create
your own homepage for your

own website or to upload
images, music, videos or other

media for your personal
homepage or your clients

websites. KB Homepage Creator
is a free 77a5ca646e
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Perfectum Activator

Picture Perfect by Grafik Gear
is a powerful enhancement tool.
It allows you to flatten images,
enhance surface smoothness,
remove all kind of digital noise,
improve line and edge
antialiasing, remove blurred
parts, add glow, sharpen, and
enhance colors. You can also
apply image "Sharpening" and
"Filter" options to enhance the
image. If you have another
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photo enhancement software,
then you can transfer the options
from that software to
Perfectum. You can use the
"Select Region" option to select
a region of your image.
Download: Lumiera digital
camera technology designed to
automatically correct for all
blurs found in a camera lens and
eliminate the appearance of
digital noise. The Lumiera
Digital Lens De-Noising Filter
is the only lens de-noising
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technology to make a difference
between the photographer's
ability and the camera's lens
technology. Using information
gained from analysis of the lens
optics, the Lumiera technology
automatically corrects most lens
distortions, vignetting and
crosstalk so that the image you
see on the camera monitor is
much closer to what you see on
your computer monitor. The
best digital images are clear,
sharp, and free of digital noise.
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This is impossible without the
camera's lens optics.
Unfortunately, the lens optics
often introduce the most severe
distortion, vignetting, and
crosstalk effects. With the
Lumiera Digital Lens De-
Noising Filter, the only lens-
related de-noising filters which
automatically correct
distortions, vignetting and
crosstalk, you see what is
possible with a lens without
having to make any adjustments
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in your software. File Name:
PIV-1800 PIV-1800 (D10)
PIV-1800 (D10) Perfectum
plugin is a tool that will allow
you to smooth out the image
imperfections. Perfectum
enhances the surface
smoothness, removes all kind of
digital noise, improves the line
and edge antialiasing. This
application is very useful when
you want to enhance images
after you enlarged them.
Requirements: �￭ One of the
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following photo editing
softwares: Adobe Photoshop,
Jasc Paint Shop Pro, Xara
Xtreme, Corel Photo Paint,
Macromedia Fireworks, Ulead
Photo Impact �￭ P

What's New in the?

�￭ Perfectum allows you to
smooth the surface of your
images with a different levels of
smoothness and antialiasing
effects. �￭ A powerful zoom
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function allows you to see the
image detail you want to
remove, thus allowing a more
precise selection. �￭ Draw
functions will allow you to draw
the area you want to remove,
and you can also use the in-built
measurement tools to choose
where to draw. �￭ A histogram
will allow you to set the image
color balance, and a volume
slider will allow you to adjust
the image brightness. �￭ You
can use a map function to
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remove a specific color from
the image. �￭ The result will
be a watermarked copy of the
image. �￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ Once you have finished the
work you can save it or paste it
into your favorite picture editing
program. �￭ A histogram will
allow you to set the image color
balance, and a volume slider will
allow you to adjust the image
brightness. �￭ You can use a
map function to remove a
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specific color from the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ Once you have finished the
work you can save it or paste it
into your favorite picture editing
program. �￭ A histogram will
allow you to set the image color
balance, and a volume slider will
allow you to adjust the image
brightness. �￭ You can use a
map function to remove a
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specific color from the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ Once you have finished the
work you can save it or paste it
into your favorite picture editing
program. �￭ A histogram will
allow you to set the image color
balance, and a volume slider will
allow you to adjust the image
brightness. �￭ You can use a
map function to remove a
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specific color from the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ The result will be a
watermarked copy of the image.
�￭ Once you have finished the
work you can save it or paste it
into your favorite picture editing
program. �￭ A histogram will
allow you to set the image color
balance, and
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System Requirements For Perfectum:

Carnage Double 3: Dennou
Saigo no Toriko-hen DX: Asuka
0: Asuka
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